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WEBPLC V1.96  Known Bugs
Component: WEBPLC  Editor

(5 matches)

Ticket

Summary

Description

#5

Elements can be moved
out of the diagram
Timer switching with
wrong interval if Clk
output port is negated
Editor catches the delete
key even if a dialog is
open
Counter units overflow
port only set for one cycle
Diagram cannot be saved
when edited with zoom

In the WEBPLC editor elements can be moved outside the visible area of diagram. They
are still there, but cannot be edited any more.
If the Clk output port of a timer unit is negated, the timer will ignore the given interval and
switch the port at maximum speed.

#715

#1003

#1005
#1063

The WEBPLC editor catches the delete key and thus deletes the selected element even if a
dialog is open and the key is pressed inside this dialog.
The Overflow port of the counter unit is only set for one PLC cycle in case of an overflow.
The documentation states that it will be set until the counter value changes the next time.
When the diagram has been edited while the zoom feature of the web browser was used, it
may not be possible to save the diagram. The error message "JSON: This is a floating point
number." will be shown. The problem has been observed in Microsoft Internet Exporer 11.

Component: WEBPLC  General
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Summary

Description

#709

OpenVPN server with port
number >32767 does not
work
Floating point values are
cut on home page
OpenVPN server with port
number >32767 still does
not work

The OpenVPN does not work with servers that use a port number higher than 32767. The
message "OpenVPN Driver: Options error: Bad port number: <port number>" is logged.

#792
#837

#1025

Problems with 32 GB
SDHC cards

Workaround

On the home page when floating point values from an I/O driver are displayed, the decimal
places of these values are cut.
The OpenVPN does not work with servers that use a port number higher than 32767. The
message "OpenVPN Driver: Options error: Bad port number: <port number>" is logged.
This issue was already described in ticket #709, but the fix for this ticket was not
effective.
The SDHC card driver has problems with 32 GB cards. The size is calculated wrongly,
which may lead to access failures.

Workaround

Component: WEBPLC  Run Time System
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#1289

Digital outputs on
com.tom MBUS cannot
switch faster than once
every second

The digital outputs of com.tom MBUS devices (EXT03) cannot switch faster than once
every second. If you try to switch them faster than this, they will not switch at all. If you
try to switch them only slightly slower they may switch or not.

Component: WEBPLC  Settings Website

Workaround

(2 matches)
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Description

#54

Fields on settings page
not validated
Dialogs have fields
marked erroneous initially

The fields on the settings page are not validated. Any invalid input is accepted.

#1053

Workaround

When input fields in a dialog are marked red due to illegal input values and the dialog is
cancelled, the next time the same dialog will be opened the fields will still be marked red
although the illegal values are not present any more.
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